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Abstract: In competitive business environment, organizations try to continuously improve their products, services and performance through effective technology transfer to attain a better market position. However, as technology is advancing rapidly, technical information and skill is improving aggressively and accordingly the product life cycle is being shortened. Innovation in technical aspects is becoming extremely important so to have leading position in the market and can earn more revenue in return. In order to advance in technical innovation, organizations have to develop and increase their absorptive capacity to utilize external technology, skills and knowledge in an effective way. Effective technology transfer provides the opportunity to access and acquire technology which can be used for economic growth of less developed countries. The purpose of this study is to propose a conceptual framework after systematic review of literature on the term Technology Transfer Effectiveness. Reviewing grounding theory of Organizational Learning, Technology Transfer models and factors influencing Technology Transfer Effectiveness from literature, two influencing variables Absorptive capacity (ACAP) and Organizational innovation (OI) which affect Technology Transfer Effectiveness (TTE) have been selected. This paper will explore the impact of identified variable ACAP on TTE and further validate the role of OI as mediator in Service Industry. This study explores the factors of Absorptive Capacity (ACAP) into Acquisition, Exploitation, Assimilation and Transformation and (TTE) Technology Transfer Effectiveness with Product and Process Performance, Human Recourse Capability and Business Performance. An empirical analysis will be performed to measure the impact of these four factors of Absorptive Capacity on three factors of Technology Transfer Effectiveness through Organizational Innovation. Finally, this paper finalized a conceptual model after exploring previous studies and propose an empirical investigation for validation in future for researchers and practitioners.

Index Terms: Technology Transfer Effectiveness, Technology Transfer, Absorptive Capacity, ACAP, Organizational Innovation, OI, TTE

1. INTRODUCTION

We are living in the brink of Fourth Industrial Revolution. This revolution is going to bring a complex and whole sale transformation in the industry [1]. Industrial transformations are in continuation to the previous Industrial trends and systems and it will leverage the existing third digital revolution [2]. In such scenarios, organizations of a country must be fully functional and in line with the market trends and needs. Some of the main contributors in the operational success of an organization are effective acquisition and utilization of new technologies and trends from outside sources [3]. To have a reasonable market share, it is mandatory for the organizations to have state of the art new products and in this respect, organizations constantly stay well-informed with the rapidly changing technological environment. There can be two strategies, either to develop new technology internally with new innovations or to implement new manufacturing techniques through acquired technology from external sources. However, the added advantage in the second method is that it is not time taking [4].

Salem (2016), in his work concluded that forging direct investment and technology transfer from other developed countries are crucial for the developing countries to progress and critical for their economic growth [6]. However according to Estep (2017), transfer of Technology can only be declared successful if the host country can utilize the transferred technology effectively and eventually integrate it. Transfer of Technology is not only the transfer of equipment or physical goods but it also involves transfer of expertise and technical information [7]. Owusu-Manu, Pärn, Antwi-Afari, & Edwards (2017) concluded that in developing countries effective technology transfer is vital for the social infrastructure and economic progress [8]. As transfer of Technology has always been remained in the roadmap of developing countries across the world and in existing literature on effective technology transfer employment and usage is also under discussion. However, technology transfer effectiveness (TTE) can be measured is a little discussed topic in literature [9]. Various researchers in previous literature have explored multiple factors that significantly influence Technology Transfer Effectiveness. However, some researches have also been conducted to measure the impact of absorptive capacity of organizations on the effectiveness of Technology Transfer. Absorptive capacity is defined as the ability of an organization to recognize the worth of new external knowledge, assimilate and implement it commercially. Absorptive Capacity is mandatory for the organizations to have innovative capabilities for new trends and techniques [10]. Firms have to cultivate absorptive capabilities so that they can exploit external knowledge for innovation and organizational change. Therefore, focusing on organizational structure as basis of absorptive capacity, organizations can attain higher absorptive capacity. However, it has been found that due to higher Organizational Innovation, some organizations have greater absorptive capacity and they are capable to absorb new external information than others [11].
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(2016) in their research, concluded that different structures or dimensions of absorptive capacity and organizational innovation conditions result in better contribution towards organizational performance [12]. Hence there is a need to explore the effect of absorptive Capacity of organizations on Technology Transfer Effectiveness through Organizational Innovation which is a research gap as very less researches have been performed in previous studies. This study is supposed to fill this research gap. Purpose of this study is a systematic review of existing literature on Technology Transfer Effectiveness from different databases in broader prospective and then narrow down both qualitative and quantitative investigations by reviewing different academic journals and conference papers. After reviewing related theories from different quality management journals, we found the theory of Organizational Learning underpinning the concept of our proposed conceptual framework [13]. Different Technology Transfer models [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] are taken under consideration to investigate the impact of different enablers on Technology Transfer effectiveness. Based on systematic literature review, technology transfer models and refined empirical researches different factors are identified influencing technology transfer effectiveness in both service and production industries. Two factors Absorptive Capacity and Organizational Innovation seems to be influencing and inclining appropriately towards Technology Transfer Effectiveness.

2 A SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EFFECTIVENESS

A systematic literature review on the term “Technology Transfer Effectiveness” was conducted from four databases Scopus, Emerald Insight, Science Direct, EBSCO host. Based on the search by keyword “Technology Transfer Effectiveness” used in quality journals, the returned results in border prospective are shown in Figure 1 with enough theoretical but limited empirical findings.

3 CONCEPT OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EFFECTIVENESS

Technology Transfer according to International Code of Conduct on the Transfer of Technology formulated by UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) and published in 1979, is the transfer of systematic knowledge for the product manufacturing applications of a process or for the execution of a process [21]. In the four decades since the end of World War II, technology transfer has become one of the most critical yet debatable issue in international economic relations. Initially America and later Japan and West Germany played a dominant role in Technology Transfer [22]. In literature, definitions and concepts of technology transfer have been discussed in many different ways as technology and technology transfer concepts hold many different explanations and views according to the research areas, researchers, objectives of organizations, research background, developers, users and disciplines and underlying theories [23], [24]. Farhadikhah & Husseini (2015a) concluded that technology transfer is a not a simple process and should be carried out intelligently otherwise it will become cumbersome and lead to heavy losses [25]. However, Mauricio Sanchez & López Mendoza (2018) unveiled that technology transfer is an ongoing process because knowledge research centers and knowledge areas like universities, government agencies and any institution generate knowledge and accordingly transfer to enterprise where with innovation its technological capabilities are enhanced so that it can be accepted in the competitive market [27]. Gibson & Smilor (1991) view technology transfer as an unsystematic process which involves different segments of people and individuals who may have different opinions about the significance, worth and potential use of the technology [29]. In conclusion the previous studies on technology transfer as well as international technology transfer are widespread and diverse in considering the view point of other disciplines like political science, sociology, public policy, economics, marketing & management of technology [30]. In literature various interpretations have been done regarding transfer process. Mansfield (1982) classified Technology Transfer in to material transfer (transfer of materials, components, final products, equipment, and even turnkey plants), design transfer (transfer of designs, blueprints, and the know-how to manufacture previously designed products or equipment) and capacity transfer (provision of the know-how and software not simply to manufacture existing products but to innovate and adapt existing technologies and products and ultimately design new products) [31]. Other authors explore that transfer process involves physical equipment and assets, skill and technical knowledge [23], [7]. However, technology transfers can only be declared successful when the transferee can successfully utilize the technologies transferred and can eventually integrate them [32]. Successful and effective technology transfer is necessary for both developing and less developed countries. According to Taleghani (2016) transfer of technology is an important tool that provides the opportunity of access and acquisition of technology to use it efficiently for economic development and growth of technologically less developed countries [33]. Due to frequent technological changes, market competition is aggressive and customer requirements are changing day by day. Companies are being
forced by the market to search for new product developments and inventions to meet the market requirements in a limited time span. Generally companies are not in position to develop new technology independently in their Research Centers due to the involvement of high cost and risk [34]. Development of new technology is a time-taking process and its transfer from one place is dependent on the technological capability enhancement involving low cost, risk and increased efficiency at the same time [35], [36], [37], [38]. For the industrial development of the developing countries, there is a need to fill the technological gap between developing and developed countries and the significance of technology transfers and its role is unavoidable. However Technology transfer is conducted in various methods and it all depends on the conditions of the Transferor and Transferee [25]. J. Jabar & Soosay (2010) in their research work explore that for technology transfer, the effect of both organizations, available resources, absorptive capacity and opportunistic behavior effect the process [39]. However Noor, Yusoff, & Hashim (2010) in their work show that technology transfer is mostly affected by technology compatibility and absorptive capacity [41]. Whangthomkum et al. (2006), concluded that every technology transfer is done in the light of well-defined objectives of the company and Technology Transfer Effectiveness (TTE) is the long term and short term achievement of those objectives. Whangthomkum et al. (2006) identified three dimensions of TTE which are Product and Process Performance (PPP), Business Performance (BP), and Human Resources Capability (HRC) which are used to measure the objectives of that Technology Transfer [9]. To achieve business objectives and HR capability in the firms focusing on Technology Transfer for creation of commercially viable products, services and process, technology transfer contribute a vital role. Companies essentially transfer modern technology from other companies for one of the two purposes, one is to produce new product/service and secondly to launch a new process necessary for the production process [42]. The goals for technology transfer regarding a product, service or process is to accelerate business performance and a company’s ability in making a product or launch the production process so to advance business involving capable man power [9]. Man power development is the core of any technology transfer process as training and development of this resource lead the proper operation of hardware and software of equipment [43].

4 TOWARDS THEORY OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Organizational learning is a change in organizational knowledge and it results in one of the three possibilities which are enhancement, transformation or reduction in organizational knowledge [44]. Organizational Learning practices include wide-ranging perspectives of management and identify numerous variables shaping the learning results, such as the organizational absorptive capacity, problem-solving skills, employee involvement, learning environment [45]. It is a process of learning within organizations which involves individual interaction and collective (intra organizational and inter organizational) levels of analysis and ultimately helpful in achieving the goals of an organization which is called Organizational Learning [46]. Organizational learning theories are helpful in understanding the processes which lead to changes or bar organizational knowledge changes. Further these theories are used to understand the learning and knowledge effects on organizational outcomes and behaviors [44]. M. Göhmlich (2016) mentioned that Argyris & Schön theory is the most significant organizational learning theory in the 1980s and 1990s and still it is very popular [47], [48], [49], [50], [47]. Argyris & Schön (1997) explored that in organizational learning, detection and correction of error are involved [51]. However, organizational learning processes within organizations have different complexity levels and results. Three loops of learning (Single Loop Learning, Double loop learning and Deutero Loop Learning) discussed by them are shown in Fig 2.

Figure 2: Three loops of learning (Single Loop Learning, Double loop learning and Deutero Loop Learning)

At the lower or Single Loop level learning, error detection and correction is based on its present policies to achieve its objectives [49] [48]. As a result an association is built between behaviors and outcomes according to environment and ultimately organizational effectiveness is improved [49], [50], [52], [53], [54]. At double-loop learning, error is detected and corrected involving modification of organizations policies, objectives and norms [48]. At this level organizations build new capabilities after restructuring their knowledge and memories [49], [50], [55], [52], [56], [57]. At the level of Triple-loop learning (deutero learning), organizations are enabled to learn about the effectiveness of their learning processes [49], [50] There is a relationship between Organization effectiveness and Organizational Learning as some authors in their studies [49], [58] [52] imply that organizational effectiveness must be enhanced so that occurrence of that organizational learning can be claimed [56]. Organizational Learning theory highlights for organizations to acquire knowledge and Technology from outside and in order to made it effective, absorptive capacity of individuals and organizations should be increased with modification and innovation in internal setup and environment.

5 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EFFECTIVENESS MODELS

A good technology transfer model results in searching and preparing for a successful technology transfer between organizations and ultimate lead to innovative capabilities in Transferee [59]. There are many models that can describe the Technology Transfer process and comparative analysis of six is being done. Steenhuis & de Bruijn (2000) focused on the aircraft production technology for investigating Technology
Transfer Process. According to them many factors influence the outcome of the technology transfer process. Three categories explored are technological factors, organizational factors and environmental factors. Size and age of the technology are clustered in technological factors. The organizational factors include capacity, capability and efficiency of the organization and they indirectly depend on the organizational absorptive capacity [60]. The environmental factors are the national environment, the national business environment and the (international) industry environment Wang, Tong, & Koh (2004) studied technology transfer process in a subsidiary from a Multinational companies and in their model explored that the transfer of knowledge mainly depend on the Capacity to Learn of Transferee (focusing on workers qualifications and effectiveness of training provided) and Intent to learn of employees of Transferee [61]. They further added that capacity to learn is similar to the absorptive capacity concept given by Cohen & Levinthal (1990b).

Research on technology/knowledge transfer has proved that absorptive capacity of the transferee effects the knowledge transfer [62], [63]. Factors affecting capacity to Learn about Transferee comprising of its employees qualifications (Firm’s absorptive capacity which is path dependent and is built on the absorptive capacity of its individual members) and the emphasis on training as there is need for all employees to have prior knowledge and new employees lack in it [64]. Training boosts absorptive capacities of individuals and ultimately it enhances the total Organizational learning capacity. The other factor is Organization’s intent to learn which is mandatory for organizational learning [65].

In their study, Waroonkun & Stewart (2008) proposed a conceptual model for Technology Transfer process in Construction Industry to improve the International Technology Transfer success rates in developing countries [16]. The five variables which influence the effectiveness of Technology Transfer are Transferor Characteristics, Transfereree Characteristics, Transfer Environment, Learning Environment and TT Value added. Further sub factors of Transfereree characteristic are also explored which are Willingness to learn, Degree of experience, Transfereree management, Knowledge base. The capacity to transfer and adopt technology also depend on each individuals existing knowledge base and the gap between this knowledge level and the level required to utilize the transferred technology which has been termed as absorptive capacity [15], [66], [60]. It was also emphasized that the TT processes should be kept under evaluation so that absorption of knowledge and skills by Transferee can be ensured [16].

Figure 3: An integrated Wang, Tong and Koh Model of knowledge transfer from MNC parent to China subsidiary

A Technology transfer model is proposed in 2012 for petroleum industry as shown in Figure 4 [17]. They explored four enablers like TT infrastructure (including information technology, Research and Development, Host Sub con, Training Programs, Standards and administration), TT environment (including experience, knowledge, complexity of technology, communications, and teamwork) and Transferee Learning capability (including culture, adoption, absorption, exposure, supervision of the TT process), TT Government support (Management of local oil companies, Government Policies and enforcement procedures) which influence the effectiveness of Technology Transfer process.

Figure 4: Waroonkun & Stewart Conceptual Model for international TT in construction projects

Another Technology transfer model developed as shown in Fig: 5 concluded that the technology transfer success is related to the correct selection of the proper technology from the right vendor and on the absorptive capacity of the technology [17]. However, the organization can only be able to absorb modern technology if they have organizational and technical capabilities [67], [30]. Further it is pointed out that the organization’s current absorptive capacity is gauged by the extent of their active involvement in technology transfer process [68], [69],[70].(Hassan & Jamaluddin, 2016) in their work proposed another International Technology Transfer model for information and communication technology Sector from developed to developing countries [18]. On the basis of past relevant TT models, the factors were refined as
Government support, transferor characteristics, transferee characteristics, TT process environment, and learning centers. This model was verified in ICT Sector of Libya.

![ITT Model for ICT based SME](image)

**Figure 6. ITT Model for ICT based SME**

Bozeman, Rimes, & Youtie (2015), in their Contingent Effectiveness (Revised) Model of Technology Transfer studied the influence of Innovation on TTE but did not consider it as variable [20]. Here five classes of technology transfer effectiveness factors or contingencies were identified. These are characteristics relating to transfer agent, transfer media, transfer object, transfer recipient and demand environment. Effectiveness Criteria includes out-the-door (was anything transferred?), economic development, market impact, political advantage, development of scientific and technical human capital, opportunity cost considerations and public value (value that an organization contributes to society).

![Contingent Effectiveness (Revised) Model of Technology Transfer](image)

**Figure 7. Contingent Effectiveness (Revised) Model of Technology Transfer**

### 6 FACTORS AFFECTING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

In literature, various studies have explored many factors which influence technology transfer. Some of them are listed below: Table 1 has enlisted different research in this regard.

### TABLE. 1. FACTORS AFFECTING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of transferred technology</td>
<td>[71] [72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer channel</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D activity Training</td>
<td>[73] [74] [75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>[29] [71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>[76] [72] [29] [77] [75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing technological capability</td>
<td>[76] [78]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In literature, studies discussing the influence of absorptive capacity on technology transfer effectiveness are tabulated in Table 2.

### TABLE. 2. DIFFERENT RESEARCHES IN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complexity Factor of the technology employed</td>
<td>Knowledge transfer and equipment transfer</td>
<td>[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newer the technology</td>
<td>Degree of technological complexity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint venture and subsidiary</td>
<td>Absorptive capacity (prior knowledge)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACAP</td>
<td>Transfer value</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three constructs of organizational learning are given below</td>
<td>TT NPD( New Product Development)</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature and type of alliances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorptive capacity (ACAP)</td>
<td>Learning Environment (LE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of absorptive capacity</td>
<td>Technological Transfer (Mediator)</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Availability.</td>
<td>Knowledge absorptive capacity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunistic Behavior</td>
<td>Link relationship with external knowledge sources.</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of absorptive capacity</td>
<td>Technology diffusion channels</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Interaction mechanism</td>
<td>Research and Development (R&amp;D) resource</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Technology Absorptive Capacity</td>
<td>Internal development of technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Organizational cultures</td>
<td>Effectiveness of Technology Transfer Performance</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorptive Capacity (ACAP)</td>
<td>Technology Transfer Effectiveness</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the previous theories, models and different empirical researches, absorptive capacity is found to be one of the most important success factor effecting technology transfer.
7 ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY

In their study on international technology transfer, Kedia & Bhagat (1988), first used the term “absorptive capacity”. However, the contribution is generally accepted as the founding paper [85], [86]. Cohen & Levinthal (1990) in their work investigated that any organization can have innovative capabilities if it is capable to identify the worth of new external knowledge, assimilate it and apply to commercial end and this capability is called firm’s absorptive capacity [10]. They further considered absorptive capacity as intangible and its benefits are indirect [60]. Zahra & George (2002) debated on the work of Cohen and Levinthal that firms can obtain and integrate knowledge, but they probably cannot be capable to transform and exploit the knowledge for commercial purposes and they accordingly decompose absorptive capacity into potential absorptive capacity (PACAP) and realized absorptive capacity (RACAP) [87]. PACAP relates to knowledge acquisition (Organization’s capability to identify and acquire knowledge which has been externally generated and is mandatory for its operations) and knowledge integration, (Organizational procedures for evaluating, processing, interpreting and understanding the externally acquired knowledge). On the other hand, RACAP is related to transformation capability (Organization’s capability for developing and refining the procedures that facilitate the merging of prevailing and the newly acquired and integrated knowledge) and exploitation capability (organizational capability based on the routines allowing refining, extending, and leveraging existing competencies or to create new ones.). Zahra and George were the first who explicitly conceptualize absorptive capacity as a dynamic capability [87]. If two identical organizations explore the same external knowledge with same objectives, but one is not successful in acquiring and exploiting the external knowledge to commercial end while the other is successful, then it can be explained that successful organization is bearing higher absorptive capacity [88].

Jukevičienė (2015) identified three levels of absorptive capacity’s analyzing aspects which are individual, Organizational and Regional [89]. In their work, Patrick van der Heiden & Pohl (2016) discussed five learning sub-processes of absorptive capacity which are Information acquisition, Distribution, Interpretation, Integration, and Organizational memory [91]. As the references to absorptive capacity in the literature are numerous and wide ranging so literature about absorptive capacity and its basic characteristics (e.g., components, determinants, measurement modes, and outcomes) is exceptionally diverse. There is ambiguity in the use of ACAP among different researchers [92] [93]. Many researchers use Research and Development as an indicator of absorptive capacity. According to them massive expenditure in such activity can improve the company’s ability to exploit the external knowledge which is not always correct especially in SMEs and Low Tech Industrial Units [93]. Concluding the literature survey, it should be emphasized that despite different names and conceptualizations, it is concluded that absorptive capacity (ACAP) is a firm’s capability to handle a rapidly changing scenarios. In other words it is a competence composing of individual skills which are built on each other and this ultimately empower that particular organization to achieve such advantages so that it can survive in competitive scenarios [93]. On the basis of literature survey, dimensions used for absorptive capacity are tabulated in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>[94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>[94] [96] [97] [104] [108] [105] [106] [107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Exploitation</td>
<td>[94] [96] [98] [99] [100] [101] [103] [104] [109] [110] [106] [107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dissemination</td>
<td>[95] [98] [99] [100] [101] [103] [110] [106] [107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>[96] [98] [99] [100] [101] [103] [109] [110] [106] [107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Environment Scanning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Absorption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Exploratory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Interpreting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Routines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Potential ACAP</td>
<td>[112] [113]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Realized ACAP</td>
<td>[112] [113]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Utilization as a single meta-construct</td>
<td>[105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>[114]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acquisition, Assimilation, Transformation and application / Exploitation are popular dimensions of Absorptive Capacity and are tabulated in Table 5. These dimensions are also being used in proposed conceptual framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>Organization’s ability of finding, identifying and obtaining outside knowledge</td>
<td>[115] [92] [95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Organization’s ability of understanding and absorbing external knowledge</td>
<td>[116] [92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Organization’s ability of combing the existing knowledge with the obtained knowledge</td>
<td>[117] [118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application / Exploitation</td>
<td>Organizational capacity of using and implementing the knowledge</td>
<td>[115] [92]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8 ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION

Introduction of new methods and strategies in an organization for the management of business in the work unit and/or in the coordination between a company and outside agents is defined as Organizational Innovation (OI) [119]. The importance of OI cannot be undermined as it has been referred to a capability of an organization to initiate and implement innovations with a speed, is a focal point to its existence and development [120]. Armbruster, Bikfalvi, Kinkel, & Lay (2008) [122], [123] found diversity in the literature available on organizational innovation and there is no single definition of OI and hence it is ambiguous. Armbruster, Bikfalvi, Kinkel, & Lay (2008) divided literature on OI into three approaches. First approach is concerned about the innovative organization structure and its effects on technical process and product innovations. Second approach is concerning about organizational and development changes theories. Third approach deals the organizational innovations development at the grass root level in an organization [121]. The adoption of a new ideas results in an organizational change and ultimately affect the organizational performance. These two types of Innovations are termed as Technical Innovations and Administrative innovations [124]. However Totterdell, Leach, Birdi, Clegg, & Wall (2002), in their work discussed different types of organizational innovation. He explored two types of technical innovations which are Product/Services and Technological Innovations, and two types of administrative innovations which are HRM and work design Innovations and another type which is organizational restructuring [126]. Tan (2013) stressed that organizations should realize the importance of innovation as it is a driving force for business and is critical for their success [128]. Organizational innovation characterizes firms stress on research and development and new technical knowledge and ideas into new products and processes [129]. It has been further highlighted in literature that the implementation of innovative organizational concepts is considered to be substantial for competitiveness of an organizations [121]. Organizational Innovation studies are context dependent, multidimensional and multilevel[130]. Firms need to have innovation for their long life and it is very essentially required as it is like an engine for their growth [131]. In this perspective, organizational innovation encourages or allows organizational change, helping the organization's renewal, adaptation and effectiveness [132]. Organizational change is correlated with the improvement in performance [133] and improvement is related to the use of new management tools, techniques, trends and practices that permits organizational change and better competitiveness and effectiveness in Organizations [134]. Organizational innovation is related with the close coordination and cooperation of the internal and external agents of the organization [135]. In this situations organizations also face internal barriers which are in the shape of less commitment from HR, unskilled or less skilled man power, higher risk, huge costs and less financial resources [136], Unavailability or less availability of the right persons for the right jobs [137]. Intra organizational resistances, e.g. Management and Employees attitude towards change, and the firm's management hierarchy [119]. In such scenarios, Organizational building is mandatory to tackle the organizational constraints and barriers [138]. The organizational innovation can result to strategic significances or outcomes that influence whole company. These outcomes may effect company positively or negatively [139]. In the literature we find that mostly research focuses on product or process innovation outcomes. Some studies examine innovation outcomes at the financial performance. However, they don’t focus negative innovation outcomes. Laforet, (2013) in his study explored that innovation leads to increase in production, profit, market position, better working atmospheres and safety in organizations. On the other end, innovation does lead to degradation in operational efficiency, and brain drain from the company. He also showed that outcomes of OI depend on age and size of Organization, Sector of business, and which types of innovation has been employed [140]. Different authors in literature have presented different dimensions of Organizational Innovativeness. However, on the other hand in literature various researchers have also used Organizational Innovation as dimensionless. H. Lin (2007) in his work used Firm innovation capability as dimensionless dependent variable [141]. Further Fartash et al.(2018) also used Organizational innovation as dimensionless mediator [143]. In his work Tan (2013), also used Organizational Innovation as dependent variable [128].

9 ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EFFECTIVENESS

It literature review of various high impact factor journal identified the relationship between absorptive capacity and Technology Transfer. Patrick van der Heiden, Pohl, Mansor, & van Genderen (2016b) in their work investigated that absorptive capacity (ACAP) is a topic of attention from researchers who are studying International Technology Transfer because ACAP is one of the most worthy factors which define organizational learning [91]. Smith (2007) in his research concluded that Transferring technology can only be effective if the organization has a high absorptive capacity like R&D strength [146]. For efficient and effective TT, Malik (2002) in his research explored that involved organizations should create an atmosphere of mutual trust between Transferor and Transferee through effective communication. The main element for creation of such environment is through building of absorptive capacity [148]. However, Patrick van der Heiden et al.(2016b) emphasized that due to necessitated absorptive capacity, an organization builds a systematic way to create and enhance a strong internal setup comprising of intra organizational and inter organizational agents and environment. This enables continuing technology and knowledge absorption and ultimately lead to innovative technological capacity building of the organization [91]. Hassan & Jamalludin (2016) in their research worked for the ICT Sector of Libya and investigated that in literature, there can be various recipient characteristics that have been recognized which effect Technology Transfer. The factor explored are ACAP, prior knowledge & experience and Capacity of Learning. They further investigated that previous international experience of the Transferee is also helpful in enhancing the learning capability and efficiency of the transferee. Fredriksson, Malm, & Skov Madsen (2019) explored that Technology Transfer depends on the equilibrium between the Transferee disseminative capability and the Transferee absorptive capability [150]. In this regard, they further identified that it is also important to bridge the capability gap between the sender and receiver at the three levels of organizational, individual and on the job training. If the same
has not been taken care, then cost and time of Technology Transfer will be increased and Learning growth will be smaller as per expectations [151]. In their work transfer Danquah et al. (2018) used absorptive capacity as mediating variable. They used data from 18 sub-Saharan Africa countries and the empirical results show that absorptive capacity has a positive effect between technology transfer and efficiency [153]. Gandenberger, Bodenheimer, Schleich, Orzanna, & Macht (2016) in their work proved that technology transfer directly depends on the absorptive capacity of the recipient country [154]. However Bank (2008) in his research describes absorptive capacity as collection of governance, business environment, technological know-how, financial resources and preemptive policies [155]. Fazal, Al Mamun, Wahab, & Mohiuddin (2017) in their research work discovered that government policies, market environment and absorptive capacity considerably effect innovative knowledge adoption which also has a positively influence on corporate sustainability [157]. Whangthomkum et al. (2006) in her study explores the relationship of Absorptive Capacity (ACAP) to Technology Transfer Effectiveness (TTE) in Thailand industrial Sector relating to flexible packaging. She evaluated the relationship of each dimension of Absorptive Capacity to each Technology Transfer Effectiveness dimension. Researchers found that Technology Transfer Effectiveness is related to all Absorptive Capacity elements, but their effectiveness is not of same degree at all elements. The dimensions used for TTE are Business Performance Capability, Product and Process Performance and Human Resources capability and Absorptive Capacity used four dimensions (recognizing ability, acquiring ability, assimilation ability, application ability) [9]. Whangthomkum et al. (2006) showed that all dimensions of Absorptive Capacity elements to have a positive correlation with Product and Process Performance and human resources capability. However, two Absorptive Capacity dimensions (ability to assimilation ability and application ability the new technology) showed a strong positive relationship with Business Performance (third dimension of TTE) [9]. Patrick van der Heiden et al. (2016b) provided a new model relating necessitated absorptive capacity and meta routines in International transfer of technology. This model is extensively related to ITT as it further strengthen the importance of Absorptive Capacity perspective, its characteristic and effectiveness [91].

H1: Absorptive Capacity has a significant relationship with Technology Transfer Effectiveness.

10 ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY (ACAP) AND ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION (OI)

In literature there is various empirical evidences of the relationship between Absorptive Capacity (ACAP) and Organizational Innovation (OI). Generally, it is known that highly innovative organizations achieve higher performance than less innovative organizations [158] and one source of innovativeness is the internal research related activities [159]. However, this is not only the research activities but a complete frame work of the absorptive capacity which enhances OI [160]. Ali et al. (2016b) in his research pointed out that literature has showed a positive relationship between absorptive capacity (ACAP), organizational innovation (OI), and performance [12]. They also claimed that in literature, there is no comprehensive model exists which analyzes this relationship empirically [12]. Hence, their research work is a contribution in literature as it is the first analysis which studies the effect of each dimension of ACAP on organizational innovation and performance. It is also empirically investigated that that OI can be used as a mediator and absorptive capacity impacts positively on OI when dependent variable is Product Innovation. In their work they also verified that OI is positively mediating between ACAP and Technical Innovation [161]. Another research on the direct relationship between ACAP and OI indicated that Knowledge alone is not sufficient and an organization should have some methodology to exploit and transform this embedded knowledge in new organizational innovations [162]. This mechanism which is used to exploit and transform is called absorptive capacity. Further, Murovec & Prodan (2008) in their studies mentioned if the innovativeness of country’s organizations is low, then it is necessary that Management and policy makers should analyze the factors which influence an organization’s innovation and one of these factors is absorptive capacity of the Organization due to which OI is low [164]. Vítor Costa and Samuel Monteiro in his research explored the relationship among knowledge creation, absorptive capacity, knowledge acquisition, knowledge sharing and organizational innovation. They formulate the hypothesis that Absorptive capacity is a mediation variable between knowledge acquisition and knowledge innovation [165]. Roberts & Dinger (2016) in their research investigated the degree to which interactivity in virtual customer communities effects the relationship between a absorptive capacity of an organization and the degree to which a firm enhances Organizational innovations like incremental and radical innovations [166]. They further developed a research question to inquire the effects virtual customers’ communities have on the relationship between ACAP and OI [166]. In the proposed model, Organizational Innovation has been picked as mediating variable. Based on the review of the literature, the hypotheses developed are:

H2: Absorptive Capacity has a significant effect on Technology Transfer Effectiveness.

H3: Absorptive Capacity with mediation of Organizational Innovation have significant effect on Technology Transfer Effectiveness

Theoretical Framework: This study as shown in Fig.8, proposes a conceptual framework to execute this research. By employing this model, the companies can improve the effectiveness of technology transfer.

Figure 8: Proposed conceptual framework
11 CONCLUSION
Technology transfer is being done globally in different organizations and the importance of effectively using and employing a transferred technology in the respective areas is a good research topic in literature. However, there been a very few studies which have gauged technology transfer effectiveness. Further, successful Technology Transfer in the field of Service Industry is very crucial for the development of developing countries. However, it is being realized that Service Industry has not been developed and is depending on developed counties for Technology Transfer. Purpose of this conceptual paper is to systematically review the existing literature on Technology Transfer Effectiveness and exploring related theories and models, how TTE is contributing with exceptional performance in service industry. This study aims to confirm that absorptive capacity a strong positive influence on Technology Transfer effectiveness. Hence this study attempts to contribute to the literature by validating the effect of absorptive capacity on technology transfer effectiveness. The contribution of this research study is also evident with the fact that it is going to explore the mediating effect of Organizational Innovation between Absorptive Capacity and technology transfer effectiveness together in a proposed model that have not been previously empirically tested. The conceptual framework is proposed on the bases of exiting literature, theory and models, however its empirical investigation is left for future researchers and practitioners.
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